Industry Update is proud to announce that AGTOS GmbH has been chosen as our Shot Blasting Company of the Month, for their expert supply of high quality, long term and economical shot blasting solutions.

AGTOS GmbH was introduced into the market at the beginning of October 2001, founded by a group of exceptional individuals who live and breathe shot blasting technology. This team is supported by staff members who possess unrivalled expertise, something which is at the heart of the AGTOS team. With their headquarters in Emsdetten, Germany, where their world-class technical and commercial departments are also based, their blasting machines are manufactured at their second location in Konin, Poland.

“AGTOS GmbH is a specialist in the design and manufacture of shot blast machines for roughening, cleaning, de-rust, de-scale and hardening,” says Ulf Kapitza. “From the treatment of millimetre sized chain parts, up to steel constructions with the size of overseas containers, there are no limits to the operational capability and dimensions of AGTOS GmbH’s machinery.” Indeed, AGTOS GmbH’s machines are widely considered as robust and easy to use, designed for 24/7 operation.

As well as their shot blasting machinery, AGTOS GmbH also offers high quality second hand shot blast machines, which is advantageous for companies who need a shot blast machine for the short term, or who want to use one temporarily. Furthermore, the company offers spare parts, as well as repair, maintenance and modernisation services for machines from other manufacturers.

What’s more, AGTOS GmbH can tailor the machines to the specific needs of the customer, to make sure they receive the best and most appropriate solution for their requirements. This customisation concerns the transport of the work pieces, as well as the spatial conditions and the quality requirements of the surfaces.

One product range of particular interest is AGTOS GmbH’s drum blast machines. These are state-of-the-art machines which are based on an old proven principle. With numerous impressive technical details, these new machines from AGTOS GmbH are ideal for processing bulk materials. Compared with the widespread troughed belt principle, the drum blast machines boast a number of important advantages.

Because the drum is made from a single part, transitions from moveable to fixed machine parts are avoided, which prevents parts becoming trapped. Furthermore, the drums can be emptied more easily, avoiding double machinery of individual work pieces.

Serving a wide range of customers, including those in the automotive, foundry, agricultural and fastener industries, AGTOS GmbH’s goal is to always find the best solutions for their customers. They place great value on training and the further education of their employees, investing in the company’s future and ensuring every new customer gets the same world-class support and service. Indeed, this philosophy is clearly working, as AGTOS GmbH’s huge successes have led to an expansion of their plants in both Emsdetten and Konin in order to cope with the growing demand for their products and services. Currently, they are implementing a new ERP system which will be installed to connect both of these plants.

If you would like to find out more information, head to their website or use the contact details below.
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